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What is C-shell scripting?

• A shell is what is running in your terminal. Typically bash or tcsh.

• A shell script is a collection of one or more linux commands.

Why do I want to use a shell script?

• Good question, in general your don’t. Something like python is in general more useful in most 
cases.

• You can use it in cases where you know how to do something quicker on the command-line 
than to write something in python/c etc. Typically:

• Running a similar command line on multiple input files.

• Compile a list of relevant information from multiple input files. 

Advantages of shell scripts:

• All linux machines will have csh/bash installed.

• Doesn’t require any compilation, libraries etc.

Disadvantages:

• Things become quite complicated quickly.

• Using things like the ‘awk’ command is not everyone's hobby.

• Things quickly become very slow to execute. 

Why csh, not bash?

• No particular reason. They can do the same, although the notation is slightly different. Csh is 
supposed to look more like C.

How to learn C-shell?

• Just do it and ask google how to do something in csh.

• Note that there is not much difference between “knowing linux” and being a csh expert.



Example 1

Did you ever got annoyed typing in latex/dvips a million times? You could have a script with the 
following two lines:

latex document.tex
dvips -o document.ps document

This is a very simple csh script which didn't made use of anything csh specific (so it would work in 
bash as well). To run the script you could type in a terminal (assuming you put the two lines in a file 
called make.csh):

csh make.csh

This interprets the content of make.csh using csh. Note that the following would in this case do the 
same:

bash make.csh

If you don't want to remember if the script is supposed to run with csh or bash, you can add the 
following line at the top of the script:

#!/bin/csh

If you make your script executable (chmod u+x make.csh), you can now run the script with:

./make.csh

Linux now knows that the script is supposed to run with csh, and automatically is using it.

We can make the script more general by accepting command-line option. For example the following 
script:

#!/bin/csh

if ($1 == "") then
  echo "USAGE: make.csh documentname (without .tex)"
  exit
endif

echo “Going to process document $1.tex”

latex $1.tex
dvips -o $1.ps $1

This script can be run as:

./make.csh document



List of some potentially useful csh commands

Variables

set counter = “5” Sets variable counter to number 5
set string = “Hello world” Sets variable to text
set n = $2 Set variable n to whatever was specified as the second command-line

option.
set string2 = $string
set currentdir = `pwd` Set variable  currentdir to the result of linux command pwd (gives current

directory name).
set string = $< Set variable string to whatever user types in on terminal
@ counter += 1 Add one to counter (only integer mathematics is possible)
@ counter = $n - 3

If statements

General construction:

if ( CONDITION ) then
   ....
else
  ....
endif

examples of what to use as a CONDITION:

$counter == “5” Check if counter is number 5
$counter <= “5” or smaller/equal to 5
$counter > $counter2 or larger than variable counter2
“$string” != “Hello world” String comparison (not equal to here)
-e filename true if file filename exists
-d dirname true if directory dirname exists

For loops

I tend to use it in the following way:

foreach line (`cat filename`)
  ...
end

cat filename outputs the contents of file filename. In each iteration of the loop the variable line will be 
updated with the content of the next line.



While loop

while ( CONDITION ) See the description of if statements for CONDITION examples
  ...
end

Grep

grep “part of line” filename Outputs all lines from file filename containing string “part of line”
grep -v “part of line” filename Outputs all lines from file filename except those containing string

“part of line”
grep -n “part of line” filename Like without -n, but includes line numbers which are outputted

Awk

awk '{print $2}' filename Of each line, print the second word.
awk '{printf(“%s\n”, $2);}' same as above
awk '{for(i=0; i<10; i++) {printf(“%s\n”, $2);}}' The same word is repeated 10 times for each line
awk '{print “blah ” $2}' filename Of each line, print the second word preceded by
 the word blah.
awk -Fblah '{print $2}' filename Rather than using spaces as the separator between
 words, use blah. So “word1blahword2” -> “word2”
awk '{printf(“%s\n", substr($1,10,5))}' Starting from character 10, output the next 5

characters of the first word in line. So
 “word1blahword2” -> “word2”

Much more is possible, and google knows it.

Sed

As far as I understand, the command sed can do everything you ever want. I tend to use it to substitute 
text:

sed '{s/blah/junk/g}' filename

Here s stands for substitute. Here for each line of filename “blah” is replaced with “junk”. The g stands 
for global, which means that blah occurs multiple times in a line, they are all replaced.

Sorting files

sort filename sort lines in filename (alphabetically)
sort -r filename sort lines in filename (alphabetically, reversed)
sort -n filename sort lines in filename (numerically)
sort -n -k 2 filename sort lines in filename (numerically, based on second column)



File statistics

wc -l filename Outputs nr of lines in filename
wc -c filename Outputs nr of bytes in filename
wc -w filename Outputs nr of words in filename

Other useful commands

#blah blah All lines starting with # are ignored: they are comments
break Quits foreach or while loop
cat filename outputs whole file
echo “First command-line option: $1” echo allows you to show text/variables on terminal
exit Exits processing
head -10 filename Outputs first 10 lines of filename
tail -10 filename Outputs last 10 lines of filename
tail -n +10 filename Start outputting from line 10
touch filename An empty file called filename is created if it doesn't exist,

otherwise the time of modification is updated in the file
system.  

uniq filename Throws away consecutive identical lines in filename
bc -l Command line calculator. Without the -l the calculations

are done as integer calculations (i.e. 1/2 = 0).

Pipe symbol

The pipe symbol | allows you to pass the output of one command as the input for the other. Examples:

echo “Hello world” | awk '{print $1}' should result in Hello
cat filename | grep “part of line” should do the same as: grep “part of line” filename
head -10 filename | tail -1 should output line number 10 of filename

But it also works with for example sed, sort and wc. Stringing together the different linux commands is 
what allows you to be more flexible in what you can achieve. However, it quickly gets a complicated, 
difficult to read mess.

Redirects

echo “Hello world” > outputfile Writes output to a file (will be overwritten). In C terms: the
 default stdout (terminal) is replaced with the file
echo “Hello world” >> outputfile Writes output to a file (will be appended)
tail -10 < filename This is the same as tail -10 filename. The program tail can

operate from both a file (tail -10 filename) or whatever is received from the stdin (as is 
used in the earlier example: head -10 filename | tail -1).  In the example “tail -10 < 
filename” the default stdin (user typing stuff in terminal) is replaced with the contents of 
filename. So linux behaves as if the user typed in the contents of filename in the terminal.



Example 2

Objective: get information about a number of pulsars (to be used in next example).

psrcat is a pulsar catalogue interface. You will not have psrcat unless you compiled it yourself. To get a 
list of pulsar names I can run: “psrcat -c name” which gives output like:

-------------------------------
#     NAME                     
                               
-------------------------------
1     J0006+1834    cnt96      
2     J0007+7303    aaa+09c    
3     B0011+47      dth78      
4     J0023+0923    hrm+11     
5     B0021-72C     mld+90     

6     B0021-72D     mlr+91     
7     B0021-72E     mlr+91     
....

To get a nice simple list of pulsar names we could run the following command:

psrcat -c name | awk '{print $2}' | sort | uniq | tail -n +2 | grep -v "NAME" > psrlist.txt

This means: obtain the table as before, select the second column only (containing the pulsar names). 
Now we want to get rid of the empty lines. Empty lines appear because of the originally empty lines 
(such as the one between line 5 and 6), but also the first line result in an empty line, because there was 
no second column to be selected by the awk command. To get rid of the empyy lines, the output is 
sorted alphabetically, which has a desired side effect: all the empty lines appear all at the top of the 
output. The following uniq command gets rid of all of them, except one. The following tail command 
outputs everything except the first line, thereby getting rid of the remaining empty line. The only entry 
left which is not a pulsar name is the entry “NAME” which came from the header. This line is ignored 
by the grep command. Finally, the output is directed to psrlist.txt



Example 3

#!/bin/csh

#Get the first 100 pulsars from the list made in the previous example
head -n 100 ../example2/psrlist.txt > psrlist.list

#Loop over all pulsar names
foreach psrname (`cat psrlist.list`)
    echo "Calculating ephemeris for PSR $psrname"
    #Obtain the "ephemeris: information about their spin properties"
    psrcat -e $psrname > $psrname.eph
end



Exercise

Objective: Make a p-pdot diagram

Download the .eph files from http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/~wltvrede/eph.tar.gz

1. Start with making a for loop over all file names of the .eph files and for each iteration, print out 
the current file name to be processed

2. Read the “F0” parameter from the current .eph file, which is the spin frequency of the pulsar in 
Hz and output its value to the screen.

3. Calculate the period of the star (i.e. Period P in seconds = 1/frequency in Hz). Hint: write out 
the calculation you want to do to a temporary file, then use “bc -l” to do the calculation. Use 
“<” make bc do the calculation from the file, rather than waiting for the user to type a formula.

4. Calculate the spin-down rate (time derivative of the period in units s/s) from the parameter 
“F1”, which is the time derivative of the spin frequency in Hz/s). If you don't want to think 
about this yourself: the spindown derivative Pdot = -(F1*P^2). Here the brackets () are 
important, since F1 is in general negative and bc doesn't like the notation --123 = + 123. Also 
note:

◦ bc doesn't like exponential notation (e.g. 1E-10), so you probably want to change the 
notation is something like 1*10^-10. You probably want to use sed to do the 
replacement. To get it to work with the * in the command line, make sure to “escape” it 
with two back-slashes.

◦ Not all pulsars have F1 defined, so you will need to check if it actually exist.
5. Write out a two column file with the p and pdot values called ppdot.list

You should be able to plot the result with for instance gnuplot by doing:
• set log
• plot 'ppdot.list' using 1:2


